experiments, the model serves to indicate a physical mechanism for the appearance of the localized excitations and their interactions. In particular, both local and global structures are seen to result from density fluctuations, which, due to the inelasticity of intergranular collisions, can create bistable states. Also, and surprisingly for sand, the model exhibits spiral waves of the type usually associated with reaction-diffusion systems [6, 7] .
The relevant experimental setting is as follows [1, [8] [9] [10] . A layer of granular material ("sand"), about 10 particles deep and with two-dimensional horizontal extent far greater than its depth, is subjected to vibrations by an underlying massive plate. The vertical displacement s of the plate is sinusoidal with frequency f and amplitude A: s(t) = A sin 211" ft. The control parameters of the experiment are f and the dimensionless acceleration f = A(211"1)2/ g, where 9 is the acceleration of gravity. In the oscillatory motion that results for f > 1, subharmonic striped patterns in addition to patterns with square and hexagonal symmetry have been observed [8] [9] [10] . Oscillons appear within the same experiment [1] . They are confined circular regions of subharmonic oscillations of frequency f /2 surrounded by regions oscillating with the excitation frequency J. They occur in a small region of the f,j phase plane, in the transition region between patterned and flat states.
The model introduced in this Letter derives in part from the observation [9] (1) where \72 = 8; +8;, v is the viscosity coefficient, and the function E specifies how the sheet bounces when it hits the plate. E is implicitly defined by [11] 
where 0 < a < 1 is the effective coefficient of restitution of the granular aggregate and the height h is given by 8 t h = u.
The coefficient a plays a major role in the model. Although it is often assumed that grain-grain collisions cause a pile of vibrated sand to act as if the effective value of a were zero [8, 9, 12] , thin layers of sand may be expected to have significant fluctuations in density that result in a varying in both space and time. Specifically, define the areal density p(x, y, t)
to be the number of particles above a unit area of the vibrating plate. Density fluctuations then enter the dynamics via an "equation of state" a(p) that is inserted into Eqs. (1) and (2). The precise form of a(p) is unimportant, but, following common observation [3] , it should be a monotonically decreasing function of p.
It remains to specify how p evolves. First, one expects density gradients to smooth out due to self-diffusion. Second, since the sand layer is thin, h may be considered to be approximately equal to the height of the top of the layer minus a constant proportional to the time-averaged layer thickness. Then when a part of the sheet h(x, y, t) impacts the plate with larger values of p, a prediction which is confirmed by visual inspection of the standing waves in a recent two-dimensional molecular dynamics simulation [13] .
Equations (1-3) are solved by an explicit finite difference scheme on a square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. Additionally, Newton's method is used to determine the precise time at which the bounce condition h = s is met. The effective coefficient of restitution is taken to decay monotonically such that Figure 1a illustrates the height field at dimensionless time T = It = 6 vibration cycles after initialization at t = 0, for r = 2.4 and 1/10 = 1.05. One sees that, aside from some small-wavelength noise, the system has rapidly organized itself so that the heights are bimodally distributed in patches.
The time evolution of the system, viewed stroboscopically at successive integer values of T, is such that the regions of large h nucleate in small patches and grow rapidly in size until Moreover, the mechanism for the oscillon's excitation is clear: when the crater phase impacts the plate (e.g., at T "'" 1), the density is low, and the bounce is correspondingly high. When the peak hits the plate, however, the density is high and the bounce low. The transitions in Fig. 3 may now be explained. From Eq. (3), one sees that the amplitude 6.P;n of the density fluctuations inside an oscillon should scale such that (4) Thus for constant r there is a critical frequency Ie above which 6.Pin becomes too small to excite subharmonic oscillations, or, in other words, the oscillons decay into the flat phase.
To understand the transition from oscillons to stripes, note that the difference between the amplitude of the density fluctuations a small distance £~a inside and outside an oscillon of radius R should scale like £f R due to the conservation of mass. In symbols,
Thus as I decreases 6.Pin and 6.pou' approach one another. There is then a critical frequency I~< Ie below which the density fluctuations are sufficient to excite subharmonic oscillations both inside and outside an oscillon-that IS, form stripes-but above which an isolated 6 oscillon may be stable. Note that this argument also explains why oscillons often occur in out-of-phase pairs or chains, since these structures are essentially nascent stripes whose further growth is frustrated due to large f. The argument also makes clear why the transition from oscillons to stripes is one in which a global pattern is formed not by the instability of a particular mode, but rather by the filling of space by a particular localized pattern [15J.
Whereas the patterns of wave solutions are well known [6, 7] .
In concluding, it is useful to emphasize that the model of this Letter is based explicitly on the inelasticity of intergranular collisions. Thus, although broadly similar structures have been found in vibrated liquids [16] , the mechanisms detailed here do not appear to have a direct physical analog in incompressible fluids. On the other hand, several Ginzburg-Landau models, usually quintic equations with a subharmonic instability, have been proposed as universal models of localized excitations [17] [18] [19] [20] . Although these models are less mechanistic than the one here, they are simpler, in part because they represent an averaging over both 
